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NEW QUESTION: 1
In which four compartments can visibility be limited through
contextualization of user groups by using coverage areas?
(Choose four.)
A. job templates
B. list formats
C. candidates
D. reports
E. requisitions
F. requisition files
G. prescreening questions
Answer: A,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Section C (4 Mark)
Find out the effective quarterly rate for 18% per annum
compounded half yearly.
A. 4.50% per Quarter
B. 4.403% per Quarter
C. 4.44% per Quarter
D. 9.00% per Quarter
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer has asked that all incidents be "scanned" for
words that may revolve around product defects and injuries so
that they can alert their risk management team of any possible
product issues or liability. The customer accepts that 100%
accuracy is not attainable, and accepts that they will be false
positives and a margin for error.
They have provided you the following words to be "scanned":
1. Mouth
2. Jaw
3. Cheek
4. Jowl
5. Chin
6. Oral
7. Palate
The customer requires the following:
* Match whole words only.
* All valid words must be preceded with a space.
* All valid words must be spelled correctly.
* All words must be directly followed by a meta character in
this list
* , {comma}
* . {period}
* ' {single quote}
* " {double quote}
* ; {semi colon}
* : {colon}
* {space}
* ! {exclamation point}
* ? {question mark}
* &amp; {ampersand}
You decide to use a regular expression to search for these
words in all incoming emails.
Related Postsmouth[,|.|'|"|;|:| |!|?|&amp;]|\ jaw[,|.|'|"|;|:|
|!|?|&amp;]|\ cheek[,|.|'|"|;|:| |!|?|&amp;]|\
jowl[,|.|'|"|;|:| |!|?|&amp;] |\ chin$[,|.|'|"|;|:|
|!|?|&amp;]|\ oral[,|.|'|"|;|:| |!|?|&amp;]|\
palate[,|.|'|"|;|:| |!|?|&amp;] Identify the three words that
will be correctly matched to this regular expression. (Choose

three.)
A. Palate
B. Chin
C. Mouth
D. Oral
E. Jowl
F. Cheek
G. Jaw
Answer: E,F,G
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